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FIGHTER GROUP FLIES MILLION MILES A MONTH

119 Enemy Fighters Destroyed In Two Months.

Two million miles flown by Spitfires, the greater part over the English

Channel or enemy-occupied France, tons of Bombs dropped by escorted bombers on

daylight target's, and 119 enemy, aircraft destroyed.

"This is what Fighter Command’s offensive against the Germans has meant

to one group of the Command alone during March and April, From dawn to dusk

on many days Spitfires of the group have beeneither flying over France or

preparing to go there,

This group, whose March and April achievements can now be summarised,

bore thebrunt bf the Battle of Britain, Now, however, its work is almost

entirely offensive, and it is playing a vital part in what is the R.A.F.'s

"second front."

A vast amount of planning has had tp be put into the 70 large-scale
offensive operations undertaken by the

group, since the beginning of March to

the end of April. As a result of this offensive, German airmen and anti-

aircraft gunners from Flushing to Le Havre have had few days of peace for many

weeks. Not knowing where our fighters would strike next, pilots and ground

crews on German aerodromes in the occupied territory have had to be prepared

to deal with blows that might come anywhere along the wide front. They have

wasted thousands of gallons of their precious fuel and oil trying to ward off

attacks from daylight bombers and fighters.

Sometimes bombing has been the group's main objective. Large Spitfire
formations have often gone out as escorts to bombers, in addition to the many

sweeps made by our fighters alone when in search of enemy fighters to destroy.

Often our aircraft have met with no opposition, German fighter pilots are

becoming increasingly wary of attacking our formations unless the advantage

happens to be with them at the time.

In carrying the war to the Germans, we have had to fight them over or

near their own territory, yet throughout these two months of intensive fighting
the group has lost only 106 fighter pilots and eight bomber crews• In most

cases bomber losses were due to "flak" and not to enemy fighter action from

which they were protected by our fighter escorts. In addition to the 119

enemy aircraft destroyed by the group’s Spitfires over France, Holland, and

Belgium, many enemy aircraft were probably destroyed and many more severely

damaged. Thus in the two months the numbers of enemy aircraft destroyed or

badly damaged are a serious loss to an already hard-pressed Luftwaffe,
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Time after time enemy fighters have been seen to
go spinning down

out of control, or with such serious damage to the aircraft that they had

no hope of getting home. But with their fate unknown they are only officially
recorded as "probably destroyed,"

On one occasion a considerable force of Boston bombers attacked a

target at Ostend. The Germans put up a strong fighter defence and there were

many combats - so many, in fact, that our pilots were too busy protecting
the bombers and attacking other fighters to see what happened to the majority
of the enemy aircraft they engaged. One destroyed and two probables were the

final claims; hut cameras carried by our fighters later revealed that an

additional eleven had been damaged. We lost one Spitfire.

Hundreds of bombers were escorted during the two months to attacks

on, amongst other targets, shipping in the ports of Ostend, Dunkirk, Boulogne,

and Le Havre, Considerable damage was done, and at Le Havre direct hits were

seen on a 7,000-ton merchantman. A number of direct hits were scored on

shipyards at Le Trait; in addition, stations at Caen, Le Havre,

Ostend, and in the Lille area have been attacked and a number of direct

hits scored. Marshalling yards at Hazebrouck and Abbeville have been bombed.

Hurricane fighter-bombers made diving and low-level attacks against factories

and aerodromes in the Pas de Calais area, and at least two factories were

directly hit, while aerodromes and other targets have been damaged* All

these attacks were carried out in daylight under cover of strong fighter

escort .

One of the group’s busiest days was April 27 when the offensive

began at dawn and ended in the late evening. There were four separate

fighter and bomber attacks - on Le Touquet and Mardyck, St. Omer, Ostend,
and Lille - and two fighter sweeps over France, No enemy fighters were

seen on either the first or last "show" of the day, but nearly 200 fighters
were encountered on the other operations.

Throughout these two months of constant offensive operations the

ordinary work of the group was continued. Training, testing, air-firing

practice, convoy patrols, weather and shipping reconnaissance, and the

rest of the fighter group’s normal activity were carried on as usual. The

offensive will he continued in ever-increasing strength.
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